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	This astounding declaration was made by the former PepsiCo executive and

	Apple CEO John Sculley, the same visionary responsible for ousting Steve Jobs

	in 1985. While some traditional marketers might still agree with his statement,

	today most marketing executives recognize data-driven decisions will shape

	the future of marketing. With the expansion of digital marketing, web analytics

	is at the forefront of this data-driven transformation in marketing.





	Since joining Omniture’s business consulting team in 2004, I’ve had the privilege

	and opportunity of working with several online leaders. I’ve seen the industry

	grow in size, prominence, and popularity, embracing new technologies and

	consolidating around a core group of vendors. Although some organizations

	have had tremendous success with web analytics, too many firms are still

	struggling to reach their full potential and some are even questioning the

	value of their web analytics investment.

	Companies need more than just web analysts and data-savvy marketers to be successful–they need action heroes!

	

	While most of us never battle evil scientists or defuse nuclear warheads, successful web analysts benefit from the same attributes that fictional action heroes embody. As a web analyst, your main goal is to improve your organization’s online performance. You can become an “action hero” by translating analysis insights into action that generates significant returns for your company. How you approach analysis is critical to your overall success.

	

	In this book, web analytics expert Brent Dykes addresses the unique challenges facing analysts and online marketers working within small and large companies, teaching you how to move beyond reporting and toward analysis to drive action and change. Taking a principle-based rather than a tool-specific approach, Brent introduces you to the Action Hero Framework that breaks down the analysis process into three key stages: Prioritize (what to analyze), Analyze (how to analyze), and Mobilize (how to drive action). And he reinforces these topics with real-world examples and practical tips from seasoned analysts at leading companies.

	
		Defines the type of environment in which action heroes thrive–not just survive–as well as how to defeat the villains of web analytics that stand in the way
	
		Arms web professionals with a strategic framework for executing online analysis, as well as an arsenal of analysis techniques
	
		Reveals how companies need to be both data-driven and action-agile to drive business value from web analytics



	For more action hero resources and information, check out the book’s companion site at www.Analyticshero.com.

	

	"The ideas in this book will take you days (or even weeks) to work your way through, and they fly in the face of the emotional approach to marketing. The question is: would you rather have your competition lead the way with data and science when it comes to reaching your market, or are you going to go first? That's how it is with action heroes--no guts, no glory."

	 

	-Seth Godin

	Author

	We Are All Weird

	

	"Don't let the jaunty, breezy style of this book throw you off. Brent successfully - and entertainingly - packs years of experience into these pages along with case studies and insightful help on getting the most out of web analytics, adding value to your company and boosting your career trajectory."

	

	-Jim Sterne

	Founder of eMetrics Marketing Optimization Summit, author of "Social Media Metrics" and Chairman of the Digital Analytics Association
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Computer Vision Beyond the Visible Spectrum (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2004
Recently, there has been a dramatic increase in the use of sensors in the non-visible bands. As a result, there is a need for existing computer vision methods and algorithms to be adapted for use with non-visible sensors, or for the development of completely new methods and systems. Computer Vision Beyond the Visible Spectrum is...
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Windows Phone 7 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2011

	You have just bought your new Windows Phone 7 device and would like to start developing applications. You need to know the device’s hardware characteristics such as screen resolution and memory capability—but also which sensors and services it provides. Finally, you need to understand what the Windows Phone 7 operating system...
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Bash it Out!: Strengthen your Bash knowledge with 17 scripting challenges of varied difficultiesIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	Do you want to improve your Bash skills? Be aware of the common or not-so-common pitfalls of interactive Bash usage? Or simply test your friends (and/or your employees!) with subtle brainteasers? Then, this book is for you! The goal of the book is to let you discover a thing or two about the Bash and Linux/Unix command line by solving...
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Learn Pascal in Three Days (With CD-ROM)Wordware Publishing, 2001
Learn Pascal in Three Days (3e.) is an update of one of the best-selling introductions to Pascal on the market for beginning programmers. The title is recognized as one of the best introductions to Pascal suitable for students or anyone wanting a solid foundation in structured programming. Pascal is considered an ideal programming language to begin...
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Beginning Java Google App EngineApress, 2009
Google App Engine is one of the key technologies to emerge in recent years to help you build scalable web applications even if you have limited previous experience. If you are a Java programmer, this book offers you a Java approach to beginning Google App Engine. You will explore the runtime environment, front-end technologies like Google Web...
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For Your Body Only: Discover the Diet You Were Born to EatDragon Door Publications, 2002
Cracking the code to the perfect personalized diet—and a lifetime of super-health     Have you ever wondered why a new diet is invented almost every other day, yet obesity levels and disease in this country remain at an all-time high? Have you wondered why the diet that works so well for your friend has no impact on you—or even makes...
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